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presently known, many existing cake
makers and, for example, cake tins,
are ill suited for use with cake boxes,
either because they do not have the
requisite arrangements for cleaning, or
because of their size or other
functional problems. With the
foregoing in mind, a cake box is
provided with a removable cake
holder. The cake maker comprises a
chamber in which a box having a
removable lid is placed, the lid having
mounted thereon a cake and cake box
holder.Q: Cakephp Pagination From
URL Is there any way to get the
pagination from the pagination in the
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url? Instead of writing this manually
$this->Paginator->page(2); i want to
do something like this $this->Paginato
r->page($this->Request->get('page'));
because my url will be like this and i
will get the pagination of page 2 using
the $this->Request->get('page') A: In
case you want to get the params
directly from the request object you
could easily get them via:
$this->request->params['page'] This
gives you all the params including the
pagination type and permalink which
you can get from $this->request->para
ms['paginator']['permalink']; You can
output the complete url without
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specifying the controller and action
simply by doing
$this->url(array('controller' => 'pizza',
'action' => 'index')); f678ea9f9e
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